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Abstract 
Szczepanska, D., A Hoare-like verification system for a language with an exception handling 
mechanism, Theoretical Computer Science 80 (1991) 319-335. 
This paper presents a Hoare-like system for the language ~ containing typical statements, 
recursive procedures and an exception handling mechanism. The exception handling mechanism 
supports both termination and resumption as handler esponses toan exception l~e semantics 
of the language is defined by a copy rule. The Hoare-like system is based on the system defined 
in Olderog (1981) for an Algol-like language. It is relatively complete for programs with a finite 
qf-index (~ stands for a copy rule). The example of a correctness proof for a simple program is 
presented. 
I. Introduction 
Mechanisms for exception handling [7] are essential in constructing fault tolerant 
and robust programs [5, 6]. They allow the definition of a program behaviour in 
exceptional situations, when a standard program continuation is not possible. Such 
situations arise when an operation (e.g. implemented by a procedure) is invoked in 
a state outside its domain. An occurrence of an exceptional situation is expressed 
by raising a signal (an exception). In response to raising the signal the signal handler 
is executed. The invoker of the operation isresponsible for dealing with the exception 
and must provide the suitable handler, thus raised signals are associated with 
handlers in the dynamic way. 
There are two basic types of exception handling mechanisms. The first one, present 
in such languages as Ada [10] or CLU [9] defines a kind of escape constructs. As 
a consequence of raising an exception in a module, this module and all modules 
which propagated the exception are terminated and then the handler is performed. 
Mechanisms of the second type (used for instance in [ 11, 1 ]) allow, when handling 
an exception has been completed, the resumption of the operation which raised the 
signal as well as its termination. We present a mechanism of the second kind. 
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Termination of modules can be achieved by executing the terminate statement in a 
handler. 
Hoare-like verification systems [8] were proposed for different programming 
constructs. Exception handling mechanisms were not, however, widely represented. 
The main problem, which we have to overcome to define a verification system for 
programs with exceptions i the dynamic way of associating a handler with a signal 
as well as various possibilities for a program continuation after handling an excep- 
tion. Thus, in most cases, systems for simple languages with exceptions similar to 
escape constructs have been proposed (cf. [5, 6, 10]). Verification rules for more 
complicated constructs were presented in [3] and [13], but the class of programs 
for which they are complete was not determined. 
In this paper the Hoare-like system for the language ~c~c ontaining typical 
statements, recursive procedures (without formal procedures), blocks and signals 
is defined. It is based on the system presented in [12] for an Algol-like language 
and is, like the latter, relatively complete for programs with a finite ~-index (
stands for a copy rule). The language ~'e~c is equivalent to an Algol-like language 
containing procedures with procedural parameters, thus, using the result of Clarke 
[2], we can state that a relatively complete Hoare-like system for the whole language 
~e~ does not exist. 
The main extensions of OIderog's ystem [12] are: introduction of the non-static 
binding of signal identifiers and the possibility of terminating a sequence of dynamic 
instances (the terminate statement). 
2. The syntax of the langenge -~.~c 
~cx~ is a simple language with assignments, compound and conditional statements, 
procedures (without formal procedures), blocks and signals (exceptions). 
The signature ~ig = (C, 4,, R) consists of iin;te sets of constants C, of function 
symbols 4, and of relation symbols R. We assume that there exists a distinguished 
constant co c C which is used to initialize local variables in a block. We define a 
countably infinite set of identifiers ID = V! u Pl u Sl, where V! is the set of variable 
identifiers, Pi the set of procedure identifiers and Si the set of signal identifiers. 
The sets Vl, Pi and SI are disjoint, SI=U,~N SI, and all SI, (ie N) are countably 
infinite and disjoint sets. The following notation is used: c e C, ~b• 4,, p•  R, 
v, x, y, . . .  e VI, p, q, r, . . .  • Pl, f, g, h . . . .  • S! and ~,~,... denote finite lists of 
identifiers. 
E: :=c  [ x [ d~(E= . . . . .  E.)]  p(E= . . . . .  E,.) [ mE I EtvE2 ] Et=E2 
S : :=x:= E I S~; $2 [ if E thenStelseS2fi l B [ eallp0~) 
] raisef(~) ] terminate 
B::=begin Dr; Dp; Dh; Send 
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D~::=E I varx ,  
Dp::=~ [ procp(.~); B; Dp 
Dh::=e [ handf(~); B; Dh 
P::= B. 
The non-terminal symbol P denotes a program belonging to ~¢xc- 
We assume that a program is statically correct. It may possess free variables 
(treated as input/output), but all procedures must be declared. Moreover, i f f  and 
g are distinct signal identifiers, fE  SI .  g E SI .  then i # j  (this is used to denote that 
as long as a program has not been transformed by a copy rule. all signal identifiers 
belong to distinct sorts). 
3. The intuitive semantics of the language ~,.,c 
The semantics of simple statements, blocks and procedure calls is the same as in 
other Algol-like languages. Below we present he intuitive semantics of raising and 
handling a signal. 
Roughly speaking, a handler matching a signal is searched for in modules which 
dynamically precede the module raising the signal, but this is not simple dynamic 
binding. We can illustrate this situation by the example shown in Fig. 1: modr|es 
M~, M2, M3 and M4 form the dynamic hain (stack), such that M~+~ is invoked by 
M,  i -- 1, 2, 3. The links denoted by DL (dynamic link) correspond to the return 
addresses. Raising signal f in module M4 causes the handler of the signal declared 
in M2 to be executed (let us denote it by H). Raising signal f or g in handler H 
will cause the execution of the proper handler declared in module M~. 
More generally, when a signal is raised in a handler H, the handler which must 
respond is searched for in modules which dynamically precede the module contain- 
ing the declaration of the handler. In consequence of such a binding, handlers 
cannot be recursively invoked. 
M 1 
hand f 




V"~and--"~ DL hand9 D L < ' DL 
Fig. I. 
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We can complete a handler execution by exhausting its instructions or by executing 
the terminate statement, in the former case the control returns along the DL to the 
next statement after raise. In the latter case, the exceptional termination is forced 
for all modules in the dynamic hain, starting from the module that raised the signal 
up to the module in which the handler is declared, in the example above the 
execution of  the terminate statement in the handler H will cause the termination 
of modules M4, M3 and M,.  
4. Program units 
Let us denote by ~t°k c_ 2 st (k 30)  the set of  all kth power subsets of  the set SI 
which satisfy the following property: 
for H•~k,  H--{f~ . . . . . .  f~,},f~ eS l i , , j - - I  . . . . .  k and fo r j~m,  i j~im. 
In other words, any set H • ~f~ contains k signal identifiers belonging to k distinct 
sorts. 
A pair Env]S, where S is a statement and Env is an environment, is called a 
program unit (this is the extension of the notion of  a unit introduced in [12]). 
Intuitively, Env defines the environment in which the statement S is executed. 
Env = ( Ep, Eh, H, a) 
where 
(a) procedure nvironment Ep = {prucpl(xt); Bt . . . . .  proepn(xn); B,} is a finite 
set of  declarations of procedures pt . . . . .  Pn (P~ . . . . .  pn are distinct). 
(b) handler environment Eh = {(Hi,hand ht(xl); Bi) . . . .  , (Hm,hand hm(x,,); Bm)} 
satisfies the following conditions: 
• h, . . . .  , hm are distinct signal identifiers, 
• Hi • ~fk for certain k ~> 0; the set Hi establishes the identifiers of  handlers which 
are visible in the block B~ (notice, that this visibility is not static). 
(c) H • ~k for certain k ~> 0 and it is the set of  all handler identifiers visible in 
the statement S. 
(d) a • SI u {none} is the identifier of the currently executed handler, that is the 
identifier of the most recent handler in the dynamic chain (stack). 
5. Copy rule 
The notions of substitution and copy rule are the extensions of  notions defined 
in [12]. 
Definition 5.1. By a substitution or : ID - ' * ID  we mean a mapping or= 
[/31 . . . . .  ~,la l  . . . . .  %] such that or(VI) ~- VI, or(Pl) c PI, or(Sl,) c Sli for i • N. 
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We use the following rotation: 
(a) or(S), or(P) and or(Env) denote the r~b: ~t of applying ~r to all identifiers in 
S, P or in Env, respectively. 
(b) or(EnvlS) = or(Env)[or(S) 
(c) idf~EnvlS) denotes the set of all identifiers occurring it: Env[S. 
(d) free(EnvlS), free(P) denote the sets of variable identifiers occurring freely 
in EnvlS or P respectively. 
Definition 5.2. A copy rule is a relation g' between triplets o.~ the form (B, I, H) 
and blocks, where B is a block, I c ID is a finite set of identifiers and H c_ SI, 
S = {f~}~ N, f~ ~ Sli. 
The copy rule for the language ~e~c is defined as follows; (B, I, H) ~B '  itt the 
block B' is obtained from B by applying a substitution or satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) for all identifiers a bound in B, or(a)~ !, 
(2) i f f~S l  is a free signal identifier in B, then or(f) =f ' .  such that f '~  H (thus 
free signal identifiers are replaced by the identifiers derived from H and belonging 
to the same sorts). 
Set H contains actually the identifiers of  handlers which are visible in block B. 
It is necessary for the non-static binding of raised signals with handlers. 
Remark 5.3. To avoid a non-deterministic choice of  o(a)  we can admit an arbitrary 
numeration of  the set ID and choose the identifier which has the minimal number 
in the set ID \ !  and belongs to the same sort as a. 
6. Formal semantics of .~f**~ 
Let St be the set of  all states. By a state s we denote the valuation of variables 
s : VI --* ].~], where ]$] is the carrier of the interpretation .~. 
By a transit ion we mean a partial function from St to the cartesian product 
St × (SI ~, {none}) ,  where none ~ ID. Let .L denote the totally undefined transition. 
The pa l  (s, a )  defines the full state of a program. It denotes, that we have the 
valuation s and the program is in the process of performing a non-local jump 
corresponding toterminate statement executed in handler a. This jump is propagated 
until completing the execution of the block in which handler ~ is declared. 
Let us denote the identifiers of system signals corresponding to run-time errors 
by errj ~ SI, ( j  ¢ N).  Their handlers, unless they are explicitly declared in a program, 
are assumed to be of the form begin terminate nd. For He  ~t~k (k~0)  we denote 
by /4 the extension of  H to a countably infinite set of distinct signal identifiers 
belonging to distinct sorts such that /- /arises from H by adding the identifiers of 
system signals. Thus, if H ={f, . . . . . .  f~,} then /~ = {g,.},"~N and gm =f~, for ij = m, 
g,, = err,. in the other case. 
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Definition 6.1. Let Env=(Ep, E , ,H ,a)  where H~k for certain k~>0, H= 
{f , , , . . . ,  f~, }. The function .Y ~ (i/> 0) is the mapping from program units to transitions 
defined as follows: 
(1) ,Y~[Envlx := E] = (s[3t(E)(s)/x], none). 
(2) ,Y~[Envl terminate] =(s, a), a ~ SI u {none}. 
(3) .~ ~,[ Env I S, ;S2](s) 
.L i f  .~[Env lS , ]  = .L, 
= .~[Env lS : ] (s ' )  i f  .~[Env lS , ] ( s )  = (s', none), 
[(s ' ,  $)  if ,Y~[EnvlS,](s) = ( s', 13), 13 # none. 
When statement St ends by executing terminate in handler/3 then statement $2 is 
skipped. 
(4) .~[Envl  if b then St else S2 fi](s) 
[,Y!~[Env}S,](s) if .9(b)(s) = true, 
"'t~[EnvlS2](s) if.9(b)(s) =false. 
(5) ,Y~[Envibegin var x; Dp; Dh; Send](s)=(s',13) 
iff there exists a state st such that ,Y~[Env*iS](s[oJ/x]) =(st, 3'), s '=  st[s(x)/x] and 
lnone if 3"~{gt . . . . .  gin}, /3= 
t 3" in the other case, 
where 
Dh = hand g,(~,); B, ; . . .  ; hand gm(~m); Bm; 
Env* = (Ep u Dp, E*, H*, a ), 
Eh* = E, o {(H, hand enOCh); B,) . . . . .  (H, band gm(~m); B,.)}, 
H*={f*  . . . . .  f*}, 
, _ [~t  such that gtESli, for le{ l  . . . . .  m}, 
f~' - _ if such g does not exist. 
The block body is executed in a new environment Env* which results from Env by 
adding information on new procedure and handler declarations. Notice that for 
any handler g declared in the block the set of handler identifiers visible in it is the 
same as the set H (from Env) of handler identifiers visible outside the block. Other 
handlers declared in the same block are not visible in g. The set H* of  handler 
identifiers visible in the block body is constructed by modifying the set H by the 
set of local handlers. Notice that for any i ~ N there exists at most one handler gl 
(1 <~ i ~< m) declared in the block such that gl ~ SI~. The definition of/3 ensures that 
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if the execution of the block body ends by executing terminate in a handler y 
declared iv ,'he block, the non-local jump is not propagated any longer. 
(6) ,Y'~[Envleall p( ~)] = ~ "Y!f'[EnvlB'] if i 1, 
• " [.1_ in the other case, 
where (B[.~/~], I, H)  cg B', proep(£); Be  E., ! = idf(Env[eall p05)). 
.y!~[Envlraisef(~)]=~Z!;-'[Vnv*ll3] if i~  1, (7) 
• [.1. in the other case, 
where (B[y/~],  l, H*) q¢ B', I = idf(Envlraisef05)), (H*,  hand f (£) ;  B)e Eh, I,~l = 
ly[ (correct raising) and Env* = (Ep, E,, H* , f ) .  The set H* in the new environment 
Env* is the set of handler identifiers visible in handler f and comes from handler 
environment E,. 
7.~[Envlraisef(y)]=l~!;'[Env*lB'] if i~  !, (8) [± in the other case, 
where B' = begin terminate nd and for fe  S I ,  Env* = (Ep, E,, {err~ . . . . . .  err,, }, err,) 
for incorrect signal raising; that is, if the handler does not exist or the lists of formal 
and actual handler parameters have different lengths. 
Definition 6.2. 2~,[EnvlS] = L..I,~ o2~[EnvlS]. 
The semantics of ~¢xc in an interpretation .~ is a mapping Sem~ which for the 
program H e ~¢,c gives the input-output function (Semi [H I  e stS'). 
Let f~,! (where f is a transition) denote the following input-output function 
( fD) (s )  =f (s )D ,  where J,I denotes the projection to the first factor of the cartesian 
product STx (S Iu  {none}). 
Definition 6.3. Assume, that a program H contains k distinct signal identifiers (k ~> 0) 
belonging to the sorts S I , , . . . ,S ik .  Let ,~j be a mapping from program units to 
transitions. The meaning of the program/ /e  -~exc in the interpretation .¢ is given by 
Sem~ [H] = 2~ [Envo[//d]~ 1 
where //d is a program equivalent to H with distinct identifiers, Envo-- 
({ }, E,o, Ho, none), Ho-- {err, . . . . .  errk}, Eho = {(Ho, hand err, ; begin terminate 
end) , . . . ,  (Ho, hand errk ; begin terminate nd)}. 
7. Index of  a program 
The notion of formal computation and the property of a finite R-index for the 
language ~,xc can be defined ill the same way as they have been introduced in [12]. 
Intuitively, program/' /E .T,x~ has a finite R-index if the copy rule ~ can introduce 
oniy a finite number of essentially different environments Env, thus a finite number 
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of essentially different procedure and handler declarations. The declarations of 
procedures and handlers which differ only by names of  identifiers are considered 
similar. 
Let Env= (Ep, E,,/4, a) .  We define a relation - - , ,  in a set of  program units in 
the following way: 
(1) if S=SI;S,_ or S=ifEthenS~elseS,  fi, then EnvlS--,~EnvlS, and 
EnvlS---,, EnvlS2, 
(2) Envlbegin D,.; Dp; D , ;  Si end ---*.~ Env*lSi, 
(3) Env lea l lp (y ) - - , ,  EnvlB', 
(4) Envlraisef(f) - -*, ,  Env*lB'. 
Env* and B' are as in Definition 6.1. 
Denote by min(EnvlS) a program unit Env'[S such that the environment Env' 
contains only these procedures and handlers which are essential for execution of 
S. More precisely, if Env'= (E~, E ' ,  H, a )  then precp . . .  ~_ E~ or handy . . .  ~ E~ 
iff there exist an environment Env* and a path Env lS -* , -  • • -** Env*lS* such that 
S* is the statement call p( . . .  ) or raise f (  . . .  ) respectively. 
Definition 7.1. Program units Env~lSz and Env2lS., are equivalent (Env~lS~ --- Env.,IS2) 
iff there exists a substitution o injective on idf(min(EnvllS,)) such that 
~r(min(EnvdSJ)--min(Env:lS2) (we also write EnvdS~ ---o Env21S2). 
Definition 7.2. A program H ~ ~e~c has a finite c~-index if the relation --- induces 
finitely many equivalence classes in the set 
~(H)  = {Env[S: Envo[Hd ~ Env[S and S is a procedure call} 
where Envo and lid are defined as in Definition 6.3. 
8. The Hoare-like system J¢ for the language .~,,, 
Let FOL denote the set of  first order formulas over the signature 3'ig and set of 
variables Vi. For n I> 0 let P, Q, QI . . . . .  On c FOL and let St be the set of all states. 
We introduce the following notation: 
(1) for S c_ St and a transition t, 
t(S) = ((s', a) ~ St × (S! u |none}): there exists a state s e S such 
that t(s) = (s', a)} .  
(2) S j (P )={s¢St : ,~,s~ P}
(3) for n~>O and fl . . . . .  fn~Sl ,  
S~(O, fl : Ol . . . . .  fn : O . )  = {(s, a )  ~ St × (S!  u {none}): a = none and 
..~, s ~ Q or there exists i c {I . . . .  , n} such 
that a =f~ and ..~, s ~ Qi}. 
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The partial correctness formulas for the language ~xc are of the following form: 
{ P} EnvJS { Q}{f, : Q,}. . .  {jr,: Q, }, n/> 0 
where P is an input condition, EnvlS is a program unit, Q is a normal case output 
condition, Oj ( j  = 1, . . . ,  n) is a condition which is to be satisfied when the statement 
S ends by executing terminate in the handler fj and fj for j = I . . . . .  n are distinct 
signal identifiers belonging to distinct sorts. 
Definition g.l. Let 3~ be the interpretation, s ~ St. 
..¢ I= {P} EnvlS {O}{f, :Q,} . . .  {f. :Q.} 
iff E~[EnvIS](S~(P)) c_S~( Q. f ,  :Q, . . . . .  f ,  :p, ) .  
For a program H c oTexc, 
..¢ ~ {P} 17 {Q} iff Sem~[FI] (S~(P))c_  S~(Q). 
Definition 8.2. Let Env=(Ep,  E,, /4, a). The Hoare-like system ~ is defined as 
follows: 
(1) Axiom for assignment statements 
{P[e /x ]}  Envlx:= e {P}. 
(2) Axioms for terminate statements 
{P} EnvJterminate {false} {a:P} if a ~ none 
{P} Env I terminate {P} if a = none 
(the statement terminate xecuted outside a handler is treated as an empty statement). 
(3) Rule of programs 
{P} EnvolH~ {Q} {err,, :Q,}. . .  {err,, :Q,} 
{P} I I  {Qv  Q, v . . .  vQ.} 
where 0 <~ n <~ k. k is the number of distinct signal identifiers occurring in a program 
/'/, Envo , / ' /and / /~ are defined as in Definition 6.3. 
{P} EnvJS {O} {A :Q,}.-. {f. :Q.} (4) 
{P} EnvIS {Q} {f, :Q,} ... {f. :Q.} {f:false} 
where n>~O. f cSl, f ~ f, . . . . .  f.. 
(5) Rule of composition 
{P} EnvlS, {Q'} {fl :QI}-- .  {f. :Q.}, 
{Q'} EnvJS2 {p} {f, :O,}... {f. :Q.} 
{P} EnvlS, ;S2 {Q} {f, :Q,}... {f. :Q.}" 
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(6) Rule of conditional statements 
{P^ b} EnvJS~ {Q} {f~ :Q~}... {f, :Q,}, 
{P ^  -7b} EnvlS 2 {Q} {f~ :QI}. . .  {f, :Q,} 
{P} Env [ if b then S, else $2 {Q} {f~ :Q,}... {f. :Q.}" 
(7) Rule of recursive procedure calls 
{{P~} Env, I call p,(~,) {Q~} {f; :Q~,}... {f'. :Q~,}},=, ...... 
;-{{P~} Envi J B[ {Q~} {f~ :Q~,}... {f~ :Q~,}}~=, ...... 
{{P~} Env, [call p~(.~) {Q~} {f~ :Q~}... {f~, :Q~.}}~=, ...... 
where for i t{ I , . . . ,  m}, procp~(~); B~ lip, 
(B~[y,/~,], I~, fl~) ~ B[, I, = idf(Envi [call p,(y~)). 
(8) Rule of correct signal raising statements 
{P} Env* lB ' /Q} {ft :QI} . . .  {f, :Q,} 
{P} Envl raisef(y) {Q} {A :Qd... {f. :Q.} 
where (H*, handf(~); B) ~ Eh, I~l = lYl, (By[y/~], Z, ~*) ~ B', 
Z = idf(Env [ raise f05)), Env* = (Ep, Eh, H*, f ) .  
(9) Rule of incorrect signal raising statements 
{P} Env*lB' {Q} {fl :Ol}. . .  {f. :Q.} 
{P} Env [ raisef(y) {Q}{f, :Qd.. .  {f. :Q.} 
where Env* = (Ep, Eh, Ho, errj) provided that f ~ SI t, B' = begin terminate nd. 
(10) Rule of blocks 
{Ply/x]  ^  x = oJ} Env*lS {Q[y/x]} {gl :Q,[y/x]}. . .  {g. :Q.[y/x]} 
{P} Env I begin vat x; Dp; Dh; S end {Q v Q, v • . .  v Qm}{gm+! :Qm+Z} • • • {gn "Qn} 
where y,~ f ree(P)u  free(Qv Qi v • • • v Q.)uidf(min(Env*lS) ,  Dh =hand gl(:/i); 
BI ; . . .  ; hand g,.(~,.); B,. ;, 0<~ m <~ n and Env* is defined as in Definition 6.1. 
(11) Rule of substitution 
{P} EnvlS {Q} {f~ :Q,}. . .  {f. :Q~} 
{o'(P)} Env*lS* {o'(Q)}{o'(f,): o-(Q,)}... {o-(f,): o-(Q,,)} 
where EnvJS ---,, Env*[S*, ~r is a substitution injective on 
free(P) u free(Q v Qi v . - .  v Q.) u idf(min(Env I S)) u {fl . . . .  • f .  }. 
(12) Rule of variable substitution 
{P} EnvlS {Q} {fl :Ql}. . .  {f. :Q.} 
{o'(P)} EnvlS {o'(Q)} {f, :o'(Q,)}... {f,, :o'(Q.)} 
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where tr is a st~hstitution [x~, . . . ,  x,,/y~ . . . . .  ym] such that y~ ~ free(min(EnvlS)) 
and if yz e free(Q v Q~ v.  • • v Q,) then x~ ~ free(min(EnvlS) for i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
(13) Rule of consequence 
{P} EnvlS {Q} {f~ :Q,}. . .  {f~ :Q,}, 
-P* --~ P, Q-- ,  Q*, Q~---, Q* . . . . .  Q. ~ Q* 
{P*} EnvlS {Q*} {f~ :Q*}. . .  {f, :Q*} 
(14) Rule of invariance 
{P} EnvlS {Q} {f, :Q,}. . .  {f, :Q,} 
{PAR} EnvlS {Q^R}{f , :Q ,^R}. . .{ f , :Q .^R} 
where free(R) c~ free(min(EnvlS)) =~. 
(15) Axiom of oracle 
P, where PeTh(~¢). 
Definition 8.3. An interpretation .~ is expressive with respect o ~ if for every 
program unit EnvlS and every formula P c FOL, for some n ~> 0 there exist formulas 
Q, Q~ . . . . .  Q, e FOL and signal identifiers f~ . . . . .  f ,  e idf(EnvlS) such that 
,~j[EnvJS]( S~( P) ) = S."~( Q, fm :Q~ . . . . .  f ,  :Q,). 
Theorem 8.4. The system ~ is sound for the language .T~ and relatively complete 
[4] for any sublanguage ~ ~ .~ consisting of  programs which have a finite "~-index. 
To prove this theorem we use the following lemma containing some properties 
of Hoare-like formulas for the language ~.  
Lemma 8.5. Let Env = ( E,, Eh, H, ct ). 
(1) $ ~ {P} Envl x:= E {Q} {f~ :Q,}. . .  {f, :Q,} i f f$ ~ (P---, Q[E/x]) .  
(2) ~¢~{P} Envlterminate {Q}{f , :Q ,} . . .{ f , :Q ,}  iff a=none and 
.~ ~ (P---~ Q) or there exists i, 1 <~ i < - n, such that a =f~ and ~ ~ (P--,  Q~). 
(3) . .~{P} Env l i fb thenS,  elseS._ {Q}{f , :Qs} . . .{ f , :Q ,}  iff ~{P^b} 
EnvlS, {Q} {f, :Qt}-- .  {f, :Q,} and .~ ~ {P ^  ~b} EnvlS: {Q}{fl :Q,}---  {f~ :Q,}. 
(4) . .~{P} Env lS , ;S2{Q}{f~:Qt} . . .{ f , :Q ,}  iff there exists a set yc  
{ (s ,a ) : seSt ,  ae{f t  . . . . .  ./',,none}} such that 2~[EnvlSi](S~(P))c_Y and 
-~ [EnvlS2](X) ~_ ~(Q, f ,  :QI . . . . .  f ,  :Q,) for X = {s: (s, none) e Y} and 
Y~{(s, none): s ~ St}_c 5e~( Q,f, :Qt . . . . . .  f, :O,)- 
(5) .¢ ~ {P} Env I begin var x; Dp ; Dh ; S end {Q} {f,,+, :Q,,~ !}-. .  {f, :Q,} where 
Dh = hand g,(.f,); B, ; . . .  ; hand g,.(~,.); B., ; i.0" 
~¢ ~ {P[y/x] ^  x = ~o} Env*lS {Q[y/x]} {g, :Q[y/x]}... {gm :Q[y/x]}... 
{f,. +, :Q , , . , [y /x ]} . . .  ft., :Q, , [y/x]};  
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Env* is defined as in Definition 6.1 and y ~ free(P) u free(Q v Q,.+ i v • • • v Q,) u 
idf(min(Env*[S)). 
(6) .9 ~ {P} Env[ raisef(f)  {Q} If, :Qi}. . .  {f, :Q.} iff `9 ~ {P} Env*lB' {Q} 
{fl :Q,}--- {f. :Q.} where Env* and B' are defined as in F~cfin;don 6.1. 
(7) i f`9 ~ {P} Env l call p(y) {Q} {f, :Ol}.--  {f, :Q,} :~,~n `9 ~ {P} EnvlB' {Q} 
{fl :Q=}... {f. :Q,} where B' is defined as in Definition 6.1. 
The proof of the soundness of the system uses Lemma 8.5. It is not very interesting 
so we prove only the relative completeness of the system. The idea of the proof is 
based on the notion of a most general formula (cf. [12]). 
Defiaition 8.6. Let `9 be expressive w.r.t. ~e~c. A formula {G} EnvlS {F} 
{f l :F i} . . .{ f , :F ,}  is a mostgeneralformula w.r.t. `9 iff G=(2=#)  and Z~[EnvIS] 
(S~ (G)) = ff~ ( F, fl : Fi . . . . .  f ,  : F,), where 2 and .~ are disjoint lists of variable 
identi f iers,  121 = I~1 and free(min(EnvlS))c {£}. 
Intuitively, amost general formula describes the input-output relation. The follow- 
ing lemma states that in order to prove a Hoare formula H of the form 
{P} EnvJS {Q} {fl :Qi}.- .  {f, :Q,} it is sufficient o deduce a most general formula 
independent of/4. 
[,emma 8.7. Let ` 9 be expressive w.r.t. ~Te, c and {G} EnvlS {F} {fl:F,}...{f.:F.} 
bea mostgeneralformula w.r.t. ,9. l f t - j , .n~ {G} EnvlS {F} {fl :F j}. . .  {f, :F,} and 
`9 ~ {P} EnvlS{Q}{f, :Q,}.. .  {jr. :Q,} then ~-/¢.Th{g ){P} EnvlS{Q}{fl :Q,}...  {f, :Q,}. 
Proof. Let G=(2=y) .  We can assume that free(Pv Qv  Qi v . - .  v Q,)ca{y}=O. 
If not, we apply Rule (12) for the most general formula and the substitution e = [ ~/~] 
suck, that {$} ca free(min(EnvlS)) = 0 and {~} ca {2} = 0. 
Consider now the substitution el = [~/2]. Since free (el(P))  ca free(min(EnvlS~) = 
~, from the Rule of invariance (14) we have 
l-..The.,, {G ^  el(P)} EnvlS { F ^ el(P) } {f , :F i  ^  e l (P )} . . .  {f. : F. ^ e,(P)}. 
It can be proved that 
S~( F A el(P), ft :El A el(P) . . . . .  f .  : F. ^ e l (P ) )c  S~( Q, f l  : Q, . . . . .  f .  :Q.) 
thus the following implications are true in interpretation `9: 
F^e,(P)--- .  Q, Fi ^ e,(P)--* Qi . . . . .  F. ^e l (P ) - *  O.- 
Applying the Rule of consequence (13) we obtain 
~-~,Th,.~, {G ^  e,(P)} EnvlS {Q} {fl :O,}- - -{f ,  :Q.}. 
Applying Rule (12) for o%=[2/y] and the Rule of consequence once more, we 
prove the lemma. [] 
We now introduce the relation --~ between units. 
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Definition 8.8. Env[S ---~~ Env'[call p ( . . .  ) iff there exists a formal computation 
path # : EnvlS--, ~. • • --, ~ Env'[ call p ( . . .  ) and Env' I call p ( . . .  ) is the only pro- 
cedure call unit in #. 
Lemma 8.9. Let # be expressive w.r.t. ~ and a program unit Env[S be given. Let 
Envi[S~ where Si are procedure calls, i= 1 . . . .  , m, m>~O, be exactly those units for 
which EnvI$--,~ EnvoiS,. Let {Gi} Envi[Si{F i} {ft :F't}.. .  {f, :Fi~} be most general 
formulas w.r.t. ~9, i = 1 . . . . .  m. I f  ~.Th, ~, {G~} Env,[S,{F'}{f~ :F~}... {f. :F~,}, i= 
1 . . . . .  m and .9 .~ {P} EnvlS{Q}{ft :Q,}. . .  {f~ :Q,} then ~-~e.~ta~ {P} Env[S{Q} 
{f~:Qt} . . .{ f , :Q ,} .  
Proof. Let #~ : EnvlS---,, . . . .  ,~ Env,[S, i ¢ { I , . . . ,  m} be such formal computation 
paths that EnvlS---,a Env,[S~. We denote by ki the number of appearances of units 
Env'iS' such that S' is a raise statement in the path #, (close investigation of De~nition 
6.1 shows, that only a finite number of units with raise statement can appear in a 
formal computation path, because handlers cannot be recursively invoked). Let 
k = max{kt . . . . .  kin}. We will show the lemma by induction on k. 
(1) k = 0. We apply the induction on the structure of S. 
(a) S = x := E or S - terminate. For this case m = 0 and we prove the thesis using 
Lemma 8.5 and Rules (1), (2), (13) and (15). 
(b) S = call p(y). In this case m = 1 and the thesis results from Lemma 8.7. 
(c) S = St ;$2. From Lemma 8.5 and the expressiveness of the interpretation ,9
there exists Q'~ FOL such that .9 ~ {P} EnvlSt {Q'} {f~:Qi}... {fn:Qn} and 
.9 ~ {Q'} EnvlS2 {Q} {ft :Q,}. . -  {f~:Qn}- Notice that for any i, i--- 1 , . . . ,  m, 
EnvlS ---,a Env,IS~ iff EnvlSt --*a Env~lS~ or Env[$2 --,~ Env,IS, thus, by the induction 
hypothesis and Rule (5) we prove the thesis. 
(d) S = if b 1hen St else $2 fi or S = block vat x; Dp ; Dh : S' end. The proof is 
similar as in the case (c). 
(2) Assume, that the thesis of the lemma is valid if all paths #~ contain no more 
than k units with raise statement. Consider the path EnvlS ----, ~ Env~tS~ which contains 
k + 1 units with raise statement. We use, as in case (1), the induction on the structure 
of  S. 
(a) S = raisef(~). Because Env I ra i se f (~) -~ Env*[B'--,~ Env,[S, (where Env* 
and B' are defined as in Definition 6.1) and the number of appearances of units 
with raise statement in the path Env*lB '--,~ Env,[S, is less than k+ l ,  we show the 
thesis from Lemma 8.5, the induction hypothesis (on k) and Rules (8) and (9). 
(b) S = St ;Sz or S --- i f  b then St else S2 fi or S = block var x;  Dp; Dn ; S' end. In 
this case the argument is similar to that for cases (lb) and (lc). [] 
Now we will prove that we can deduce the formula 
{P} Envol/'/d {'~.'} if, :Q,}--- {.If, :Q,} 
provided it is valid. 
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Lemma 8.10. Let ,9 be expressive w.r.t. 0~ and 1I ~ .~ has a finite c~-index. I f  
,9 ~{P} Envoi/'/d {Q}{f , :Q,}. . .  {f , :Q,} then ~- ~.Vh,.~, {P} Envoi Hd {Q}{f,:Q~} 
. . .  {f. : Q.}. 
Proof. Although the proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof in [12], it is 
presented here for convenience. / /has  finite c~-index, so we can choose the set 
= {Env,l$i : i = 1 . . . . .  m} 
such that for i = i . . . . .  m, S~ are procedure calls, Env~[Si are representatives of
equivalence classes of the relation -- in ~,¢,(FI) and if Envo[/'/e ---~ Env[S then Env[S 
belongs to J/. 
Now we extend ~ to the set 
3/' = . / /u  {Env[S: (30  i ~< i~  < m and Env,IS~ ---~ Env,[B~ ---~'~ Env]S}, 
where Env~[B[ are defined as in Definition 6.1. The set ~ is finite, so we can 
enumerate lements belonging to ~/'~.// by m + 1 , . . . ,  m + k. We can choose most 
general formulas M, w.r.t. ~, 
{F } {A .F,} {f, for "= M~ = {G,} Env, lS, ' " '  " '  . . . .  F,} , 1 . . . . .  m+k 
such that for every j = m + 1 , . . . ,  m + k there exist i (1 <~ i <~ m) and a substitution 
~r injective on free(G~ v F v F~l v . . .  v F~, )u id f (min(Env i [S , ) )u{f~ . . . . .  f,} 
satisfying Env~[S~ ---~ EnvAS ~ and ~r(G~)= Gj. It can be shown that `9 ~ cr(F~)--* F~, 
~ ~r(F~) --, F~ . . . . .  .9 ~ tr(F~')--* F~'. Using Rules (11), (13) and (15) we have: 
(A) for any j = 1 . . . . .  m + k there exists an i, 1 <~ i <~ m s.t. if t-,.rh,~j M, then 
k'- 7t.'l-h,,¢ ) M s- 
From (7) in Lemma 8.5 we deduce 
(B) t-'r,.Th, S, Mj implies ,9 ~ {Gj} EnvjlB~ {F ~} {f~:F~}... {f,:F~} for j=  
1 . . . . .  re+k;  thus from (A), (B) and Lemma 8.9 we have 
(C) for any j = ! . . . . .  m + k there exists an i (1 <~ i <~ m) such that if 
I--#.-rn,.~,{G,} Env,IS, (F '} i f , : F i} . .  . {f,,.F,,}" '
then 
~-:,.'r,, ,, {Gj) Envj[B~ {Fq {f, : FO. . .  {f. :F~}. 
Applying Rule (8) we have 
~*.Th,,, {G,} EnvilS, {F'} If, :F ' ,} . . .  {f .  :F~} 
and then, by Lemma 8.9 and the definition of 21 we prove 
, la 
~-~,.v,,~, {P} Envol//a {Q} {f , :Q,}. . .  {f. :Q.}. [] 
We can prove now the completeness of the system. 
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Let / ' /~  ~exc have a finite q- index and ~ ~ {P}/-/{Q}. Assume that /7  contains 
k distinct signal identifiers and s~ Semi[HI(ST(P)) .  It can be shown that there 
exists a~{err l  . . . .  ,errk, none} such that (s,a)~Z~[Envo[/ ' / j ] ,  thus (s ,a )~ 
S~(Q, errl: Q, . . . .  errk : Q), which implies ~ ~ {P} Envt,l/-/d {Q}{errM : Q} . . .  
{errk : Q}. By Lemma 8.10 and Rule (3) we have t-- ~.Thc ~ ~ {P}/ I  {Q}, which was to 
be proved. [] 
9. Example 
Let us show an example of a proof of correctness for a simple program. 
• ~ig = (0, 1, +, - ,  *, <,  ~<, >,  ~>, =), 
/'/: begin 
proc step (x l ,  y l ,  q l ,  r l ) ;  
begin 
if r l  <y l  then raise fin else r l  := r l  fi; 
q l  := q l+ 1; r l  := r l -y l ,  
call step (x l ,  y l ,  q l ,  r l )  
end; 
hand fin; begin terminate end; 
q := 0: r := x; call step (x, y, q, r) 
end 
x, y, q, r, x l ,  y l ,  q l ,  r l  ~ VI; x, y, q, r are free variables of the program II, step ~ PI, 
f incS l t .  
We shall prove that 
(A) {x>~O^y>O}ll{x=q*y+r^r>>-O^r<y}. 
Denote the input and output conditions of the program by P and Q respectively. 
The program has distinct identifiers, thus it is sufficient o prove (Rule 3): 
(B) {P} Envoi/'/{Q}. 
Let N be defined as N = x = q * y + r A r ~> 0. We shall prove now 
{ N} Envl [call step(x, y, :t, r) {false} {fin: N ^ r < y} (**) 
where Envl =(Epl ,  Esl, Hi, none), E,l ={procstep(xl,yl, ql, r l ) ; . . .  ;}, Ehl = 
Ehou {(Ho, hand fin; begin terminate nd)}, Hi = {fin}, Eho and /40 are defined as in 
Definition 6.3. From Axiom (1) and Rules (5) and (13) we deduce 
(C) {NAr>~y} Env2[q:=q+l;r:=r-y {N}, 
where Env2 = (Epl, Esl, Hi ,  none) (Env2 = Envl b-~cause the procedure step does not 
contain local declarations). 
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From Axiom (2) we have 
(D) {N^r<y} Env3[terminatc {false}{fin: N Ar<y} 
where Env3 = (Epl, E~,, Ho, fin) and, by Rules (10) and (8), 
(E) {N^r<y} Env2[raisefin{false}{fin: N^r<y}. 
From Axiom (1) results 
(F) [N^r>~y} Env21 r:=r {NAr>~y}. 
Applying Rules (4) and (13) to (F), Rule (13) to (E), and then Rule (6) we have 
(G) {N} Env,[ifr<ythenraisefinelser:=rfi {NAr~>y}{fin: NAr<y}. 
We can deduce from (C) (Rules (4) and (13)): 
(H) {NAr>~y} Env,_]q:=q+l;r:=r-y {N}{f in :N^r<y}.  
Making the following assumption for the recursive procedure step: 
(J) {N} Env,_[callstep(x,y,q,r) {false}{fin: N Ar<y} 
and applying Rule (5) to (G), (H) and (J) we prove 
(K) {N} Env2lB' {false} {fin: NAr<y} 
where B' is the body of the procedure step modifying by the copy rule. By Rule 
(7) we prove 
(L) {N} Env,[callstep(x,y,q,r) {false}{fin: N Ar< y}. 
Let the substitution ~r be the identity (such substitution is sufficient, because 
Env= = Env2). Then Env~ I call step(x, y, q, r) ---,, Env2 [ call step(x, y, q, r) thus by 
Rule (11) we prove (**). From Axiom (I) and Rules (5), (4) and (13) we obtain 
(M) {P} Envllq:=O;r:=x {N}{f in:NAr<y},  
thus applying Rule 5 to (M) and (**), and then Rule (10) we have (B). 
I0. Conclusion 
We have presented a Hoare-like system for language ~Yexc which besides typical 
programming constructs contains the exception handling mechanism. It is based on 
the system defined in [ ! 2] for an Algol-like language. The semantics of.Te~c defined 
by the copy rule is, however, more complex than the semantics of any Algol-like 
language. This is a consequence of the simultaneous use of non-static binding of 
raised signals with handlers and static binding of procedures. The Hoare-like 
formulas have the more corr, plex form as well, since we must deal with the terminate 
statement, which is a kind of a non-local jump. 
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The system is relatively complete for any sublanguage of ~c  which cow, rains 
programs with a finite q-index. The important question is how much this requirement 
restricts the class of programs for which the system is relatively complete. Some 
examples of sublanguages of ~e~c onsisting ~ programs with a finite ~-index are: 
• programs without recursive procedures: 
• programs without handlers declared tn recursive procedures; 
• programs with the following property: it is impossible to raise a signal in a handler 
declared in a recursive procedure. 
The important fact is that no restrictions on using non-local variables and module 
nesting are imposed. Such restrictions are not acceptable in languages with exception 
handling mechanisms imilar to the one presented here. The methodology of excep- 
tion handling requires that handlers use non-local variables without any restriction 
and that they can be declared in any module. 
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